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Accessories Women Love On
Men
Want To Really Impress Her? Add These Accessories To
Your Wardrobe Right Now
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Having the right accessories in your wardrobe will make dressing for
a date or an event that much easier. With the right combination of
accessories, you'll look much more put-together, conﬁdent and
handsome. Sorry to break it to you but a nice watch isn't the only
accessory you should have in your collection. There are several
accessories women love to see on men — a collection to choose
from allows you to change your look according to your mood and
plans. TV host, media personality and fashion expert Natalie
Langston suggests: "It's great when men have a collection of smart
and classic accessories, and while they shouldn't all be worn at the
same time, an individual stylish accessory adds that something
extra to his outﬁt." We've polled several women, fashion experts and
dating experts to bring to you the seven accessories women love on
men:

A Bow Tie
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A bow tie is incredibly attractive on a man. Your bow ties shouldn't
be reserved only for formal events, either. There are plenty of more
casual bow ties for the everyday man, as well as formal bow ties for
special events. That said, a must-have for your wardrobe is a classic
black bow tie, like Knot Theory's Classic Black Diamond Point bow
tie. It's so James Bond and you'll wear it again and again as it's a
classic staple.
Denise, 32, gushed “I met a guy on Happn last month, and on our
ﬁrst date he wore a white dress shirt with a black and white
patterned bow tie. He looked so hot in that bow tie and I was really
impressed by his effort and ﬁrst date style.”
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Relationship Expert April Masini, founder of the AskApril advice
forum says, "A bow tie is a very sexy statement of conﬁdence.
Whenever a man makes a fashion choice that is beyond the norm,
he’s expressing his conﬁdence and creativity, in addition to his style.
And as much it’s rumored that women love a good looking man,
what they love even more is one who is conﬁdent, creative and leads
the pack, which is what a bow tie wearer is doing. "

Suspenders
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What goes better with a bow tie than a pair of suspenders? (A bow
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tie and suspenders together is an incredibly sexy look.) Jia Wertz,
Fashion Expert and Founder of Shop Studio 15 states, "Suspenders
are often overlooked but are a classic addition to any guy's
wardrobe. They're the perfect accessory for a work or formal event
because they add sophistication and a pop of style to an otherwise
straightforward look. Not to mention, suspenders accentuate your
length and give the appearance of broader shoulders which any guy
would want and women love." The best suspenders to add to your
collection should be neutral colors — beiges or blacks, as they go
with anything and will make a timeless addition to your wardrobe.
You can pick up an awesome selection of both classic neutral
suspenders and fun suspenders at JJ Suspenders. For an especially
dapper look, try the Jet Set Classic Black Suspenders.
Kate, 28 says, "Suspenders make a man look put together. The sexy
thing about them is that they make him come across as a fun,
relaxed and well put-together man. That's the dream guy —
someone classy who you can have fun with."
Julie, 29 says, "I literally melt every time I see a man wearing a bow
tie and suspenders. Lots of guys only wear this combo at fancy
events like weddings, but I recently went to a semi-formal work
event and the one man there who had on a bow tie with suspenders
had every woman's eyes on him. It just works."

A Silver Chain
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A silver chain is a subtle piece of jewelry that will never go out of
style and is very versatile. We love the Rebel necklace in silver
from The Giving Keys. It adds a pop of style and it will go with many
of your outﬁts. Liz Entin, Fashion Expert and Founder of Runway
Passport says, "A silver chain is a simple and classic touch, which
adds a bit of style to any look. It's subtle and classic enough that it
doesn’t dominate, which is great because it shows off your style
without being flashy."
Masini states, "A silver chain necklace is a lot more stylish than a
gold chain necklace, which can be very 1980s dentist in a Corvette.
The silver is closer to grey, which is a sexy color, and it shows that
this guy can take a classic and make it modern. The beauty of the
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silver chain necklace is that it’s a lot easier to stack with rawhide if
he’s an artist, more silver if he’s simply creative or platinum watches.
The guy who wears a silver chain around his neck is sexy and
fashionable in an up-to-date way that never goes out of style."

A Pair Of Dress Shoes
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When you wear a nice pair of dress shoes, you don't just look puttogether and well dressed, you also give the impression that you
care about what you look like. If you're a young professional who
wants to be taken seriously at work, you should wear good dress
shoes to the ofﬁce because you have to dress for the role you want.
Similarly, if you're going on a date, you want to pay attention to every
aspect of your outﬁt, including your shoes.
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Chelsea, 30 says, "I notice a guy's shoes for sure. I think every guy
should have a few good pairs of dress shoes because a nice pair of
shoes completes the outﬁt and shows that the guy cares what he
looks like and pays attention to all the details."
The Frye Jim Saddle shoe from shoes.com deﬁnitely reflects
timeless style and proves your sense of fashion.
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